
LIFE SCIENCES – Intl HPC summer school 2013 
Using HPC to give insight into biomolecular function: 

Trends, challenges, barriers, and promise. 

Thomas E. Cheatham III 
Associate Professor 

Department of Medicinal Chemistry 
College of Pharmacy, University of Utah 



  People:  Niel Henriksen, Hamed Hayatshahi, Dan Roe, 
       Julien Thibault, Kiu Shahrokh, Rodrigo Galindo, 
       Christina Bergonzo, Sean Cornillie 

 
  $$$:   
 
    R01-GM098102:   “RNA-ligand interactions: sim. & experiment”   ~2015 
     R01-GM072049:   “P450 dehydrogenation mechanisms”              ~2014 
     R01-GM081411:   “…simulation … refinement of nucleic acid”     ~2013 
     NSF “Blue Waters” PetaScale Resource Allocation for AMBER RNA 
 

  Computer time:   

XRAC MCA01S027 
~20M hours ~3M hours “Anton” 

(2 past awards) 
+ newer full award! 

PITTSBURGH	  
SUPERCOMPUTING	  
CENTER	  

~14M GPU hours 

!!! 



Cheatham lab, May 2013 
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medicinal chemistry pharmaceutics 

pharmacology 
& toxicology 

pharmacotherapy 
& outcomes 

drug design, 
synthesis, MOA, 
characterization 

drug delivery, disposition, 
formulation, targeting, 

polymers, mol bio 

drug therapy, clinical experiences, drug 
safety, poison control, drug efficacy 

drug action, 
pathways, toxicity 

What is pharmacy school? 
 

 What is pharmaceutical research? 



molecular interactions 
stereochemistry 

functional groups 

polymer chemistry 
pharmaceutics 

therapeutic delivery 

ADMET 

PK & PD 
targeting 
uptake 

trafficking ligand-receptor interactions 
thermodynamics 

signal transduction 

Fundamentals of Pharmaceutical Sciences 

Pharmacogenetics, pharmacogenomics, regulatory toxicology, 
mechanisms of toxicity, mutagenesis, carcinogenesis 

drugs 



My background: Required experience? 
•  structural biology 
•  statistical mechanics 
•  biophysics / computational chemistry 
•  pharmacy / organic chemistry 
•  UNIX / system administration 
•  coding ability (Fortran90, C, scripting, …) 
•  parallel computing 
•  data handling, analysis, viz 



Experience required? 
•  structural biology 
•  statistical mechanics 
•  biophysics / computational chemistry 
•  pharmacy / organic chemistry 
•  UNIX / system administration 
•  coding ability (Fortran90, scripting, …) 
•  parallel computing 
•  data handling, analysis, viz 

B.A. Chemistry 
B.A. Mathematics 
  & Comp. Sci. 
PhD Pharm Chem 

Programmer / 
Analyst, 2 yrs 

+ 
NSF centers, 

summer schools, 

Still learning… 

domain specific and/or interdisciplinary teams? 



The power of XSEDE / TG / PRACE 
(aka metacenter, PACI, xD: NSF centers) 

user 

developer advocate 

…one representative of a large international community of researchers… 



The power of the XSEDE/TG/PRACE 
(aka metacenter, PACI, xD: NSF centers) 

•  education / training 
–  CM-2a, CM-5, MasPar training, ~1989 
–  Summer Institute in Supercomputing at PSC, 1992 
–  Scientific Computing Institute at Los Alamos, 1992 

•  vectorization, basic concepts of shared vs. distributed memory 
–  Heterogeneous computing at PSC, 1994 

•  shared memory + MPI (+ PVM, TCGMSG, …) 
–  Shared memory and MPI parallelized AMBER released (PSC, SGI) 
–  AMBER workshops (as teacher), 1996 & 1998 

•  outreach 
–  center brochures, literature, WWW pages, joint publications 
–  Computerworld Smithsonian Awards Finalist (with PSC, UCSF, NIEHS) 

•  cycles!!! 
–  friendly user status J, consultants, helpline, porting guides 

 
•  Leadership: XSEDE User Advisory Committee, Science Advisory Board 

   Allocations committee, chair 

Allocations: ~100K in 1995, ~1M in 2002, ~10M in 2009,  
 ~14M in 2010, ~20M in 2012, > 200M in 2013… 



Agouron: HIV protease inhibitor, 
Viracept ® 
 

HIV integrase inhibitor, Isentress ® 
 

tropical diseases, … 

biomolecular simulation 
molecular docking 
lead optimization 
drug design 
ADMET prediction 
structure prediction 

McCammon lab @ UCSD 

Where these tools are used:



How much 
is a life 
worth? 

Wired, November 2006 

Reduce death 
rate of cancer 
by 1% worth 

$500 billion to 
economy 



“free” vs. “bound” 

Hepatitis C 
IRES 
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Isis-11 

D.R. Davis 
R. Paulsen 
N. Henriksen 

What we would 
like to be able 

to do with 
simulation:



PNAS 107, 7263 (2010) 



Challenges as we move forward… 
 
•   machines are becoming too big, fast & complex… 

•   we are becoming data / analysis rate limited. 

•   workflow management is more complicated. 

•   we want to focus on and enable the science, not 
just the computational science… 



1000x faster means 
what takes 6 months 

now will take 
4.3 hours then… 

Challenges as we move forward… 
 
•   machines are becoming too big, fast & complex… 

•   we are becoming data / analysis rate limited. 

•   workflow management is more complicated. 

{ …yet, more are using code, i.e. Big Pharma: 
AMBER in the cloud @ ~$2.00 / hour  } 

…instead of 1 TB / month, 
> 1 PB / month? 

 



“If you’re a 
scientist, talk to a 

computer 
scientist about 

your challenges, 
and vice versa.” 

theory  →  experiment  →  simulation  →  data? 

…a possible solution?



“If you’re a 
scientist, talk to a 

computer 
scientist about 

your challenges, 
and vice versa.” 

•  computer science has not helped us 
•  we need tools to enable science  



? 
“If you’re a 

scientist, talk to a 
computer 

scientist about 
your challenges, 
and vice versa.” 

i.e. clustering, data handling, … 
Problems:  definitions, re-invention, integration, …  

language 
acronyms 

terms 
domain specific vs. general? 

computer science  ≠ computational science 



History of bio-molecular simulation 
•  first protein simulation ~1975   gas phase      

•  first nucleic acid simulation ~1985  water blob 

•  nanosecond era ~1995     Ewald,  || 

•  1 µs protein simulation @ PSC, ~1998 

•  folding of small proteins, ~2002 

•  microsecond era ~2005, ns’s for the masses 
–  NAMD, Desmond, AMBER, Gromacs, CHARMM, … 

•  millisecond era ~2010 (?) via special purpose hw 
 



David E. Shaw: DESRES 
16 microseconds / day !!! 

Kraken / Athena on 
64 cores: 

 

1 µs = ~2 months 
 

(16 µs = 2.67 years) 
 

~4 months on 
512 cores 

120x slower? 

512 “cores” 



amber 
Assisted Model Building with Energy Refinement 

~1978 - present 



amber 
~1978 - present 

code vs. force field 
the setup and 

calculation 
engines 

the parameters 
and potentials 

Assisted Model Building with Energy Refinement 



Science area: Simulation of RNA and proteins 

energy 
vs. 

sampling 



•   dynamics / flexibility 
•   > 1 conformation often populated 
•   structure is (very) sensitive to the surroundings 
•   un-validated force fields 
•   very few drug bound structures… 

Non-canonical RNA is hard to model… 

DNA (and helical RNA) appear OK… 



are the force fields reliable? 
(free energetics, sampling, dynamics) 

en
er

gy
 

“reaction coordinate” 

Computer power? 

experimental J 

vs. 



amber 
~1978 - present 

code vs. force field 
the setup and 

calculation 
engines 

the parameters 
and potentials 

•  Not really a professional code (some experts, some beginners) 
•  Not really software engineered (parts were, like GPU code, optimizations) 
•  It is continually evolving; one of the first “community codes”… 
•  Development efforts are not directly funded (except maybe GPU) 

Assisted Model Building with Energy Refinement 



amber 
Assisted Model Building with Energy-derived Restraints 

~1978 - present 

code vs. force field 
late 60’s: CFF (consistent force field) + early code 
{Warshel, Levitt, Lifson} 
 
1978: Bruce Gelin thesis @ Harvard {Karplus} 

Amber 1.1, 1981 
(minimization only, f’’) GROMOS CHARMM ENCAD Discover 

Amber 2, 1984 
(+ dynamics) NAMD GROMACS 



1989: amber3a 
 
 
 

 1991: amber4.0 

code cleanup, bug fixes 
       increased performance, portability 

 vectorization, || on hypercube, 
 shared memory 
 Intel Paragon 1/3 speed of Y-MP 

1990-1994: SPASMS 

? 
(blue matter?) 

1986: amber3 
ΔG, QM/MM, non-additivity 

amber 
TIMELINE 

NMR refinement, normal modes, ΔG 
serious code bifurcation 

|| message passing 
(TCGMSG, PVM, MPI, …) 

1994: amber4.1 
particle mesh Ewald J 

more shared memory, MPI only 
#ifdef MPI 



roar 

rdparm, ptraj 

sleap, gleap, ??? 

dead 

incorrect #’s 

Lessons: 
•  simplify, make portable 
•  reuse 
•  if development stops, code dies 
•  replace functioning code with new code most often fails 



early days:  ftp repository, makefiles (many), MACHINEFILE 
 
4.1-7.0:  CVS, C memory allocation move to F90, makefiles 

  compile script recognizing MACHINEFILE 
  (fight w/ compiler for giganet vs. myrinet vs. …) 

 
 
 
8.0:   introduce fast engine pmemd, configure scripts 
 
 
 
10.0:   AmberTools (open source), OpenMP 

  separate configure for AmberTools, sander, pmemd 
 
11:0:   git tree, full F90, make depend 
 
12.0:   Unified “configure” script, easy compile, … 

  !!! automatic bug patching !!! 

simplify, unify (as machines are becoming homogeneous) 
drop vectorization, drop shared memory, drop machine specific opts 

focus on fewer compilers: gnu, intel, pgi, pathscale 
minimize #ifdefs to infrequently used code paths 



Challenges: 
 
  performance vs. ease of adding new features 
 
 
 
  training – learning curve for use is steep 
    (hence tutorials, …) but learning curve for 
    coding is gargantuan. 

pmemd / GPU                         “sander”
(maintain two main versions of the MD engine) 

(PhD from my department is for medicinal chemistry, 
  not computational science…) 



 
Hindrances: 
 
Codes have become “simpler” and will need to be restructured. 
     intra-core vs. intra-node vs. inter-node vs. cpu type 
 
 

Newer large machines will be heterogeneous and complicated. 
 
 
We want to retain high precision / accuracy. 
 
 
We want to be able to enable new methods (with ease).            

XXXXscale science: Worries as we move forward… 



AMBER 12 (released April 2012) 
sander vs. PMEMD 



(JAC	  DHFR	  Produc0on	  Benchmark)	  
Key AMBER strength: 

GPU performance 



Energy Conservation 
(kT/ns/d.o.f) 

UBIQUITIN 
GB 	   dt = 0.5fs	   dt = 1.0fs	  

CPU	   -0.000008	   -0.000835	  

DPDP	   -0.000001	   -0.000780	  

SPDP	   -0.000008	   -0.000631	  

SPSP	   0.000589	   0.001139	  

OpenMM	   ---	   0.005411	  

Ross Walker @ SDSC, Scott LeGrand + nVIDIA 



Energy Conservation 
(kT/ns/d.o.f) 

UBIQUITIN 
GB 	   dt = 0.5fs	   dt = 1.0fs	  

CPU	   -0.000008	   -0.000835	  

DPDP	   -0.000001	   -0.000780	  

SPDP	   -0.000008	   -0.000631	  

SPSP	   0.000589	   0.001139	  

OpenMM	   ---	   0.005411	  

Ross Walker @ SDSC, Scott LeGrand + nVIDIA 

Significant CUDA code changes 
required for each new nVIDIA card.



K10 = single precision, lead to mixed 
single/fixed precision model that is 

more accurate
(an unexpected benefit)



Now optimized for K20’s, Titan
(but RMA problems on commodity!!!)



1 K20X = 89.1 ns / day (81.4 on Cray xk, ↓ 9%) 
2 K20X = 102.1 ns / day 



Challenges? 
•   education, training, collaboration 
•   science is often not embarrassingly parallel 
 



Blue Waters PRAC: The main goals are to hierarchically and tightly 
couple a series of optimized molecular dynamics engines to fully map out 

the conformational, energetic and chemical landscape of RNA.  
independent || 
MD engines 

… 

… 

exchanging information 
(e.g. T, force field, pH, …) 



blue waters portal



400 K                                    366 K                                   333 K     
 
 
 
366 K                                    400 K                                   400 K 
 
 
 
333 K                                    333 K                                   366 K 
 
 
 
300 K                                    300 K                                   300 K 

www.rikenresearch.riken.jp  

( replica trajectories span all temperatures; to understand 
the properties at a particular temperature, we need to sort 
the replica trajectories; this is automated in cpptraj ) 

REMD = replica exchange molecular dynamics 



Standard MD 

Replica-exchange MD 

r(GACC) 
tetranucleotide 
[Turner / Yildirim] 

 
< explicit solvent > 

…a system 
where we can 
get complete 

sampling 



Change in “energy representation” 
•  pH 
•  restraints, umbrella potentials, … 
•  force field / parameter sets 
•  biasing potentials (aMD) 

multi-D REMD 

Fukunishi, H., Wanatabe, O., and Takada, S., J. Chem. Phys. 2002.  
Sugita, Y., Kitao, A., and Y. Okamoto, J. Chem. Phys. 2000. 



No bias 

Full bias 

bias is 
scaled3 

t 
exchg 

t t t 
exchg exchg 

H0 x 

y H1 

Hamiltonian Replica Exchange Molecular Dynamics 1,2 
(HREMD) 

1. Fukunishi, H., Wanatabe, O., and Takada, S., J. Chem. Phys. 2002.  
2. Sugita, Y., Kitao, A., and Y. Okamoto, J. Chem. Phys. 2000. 
3. Kannan, S., and Zacharias, M., Proteins. 2006 



AMD H-REMD on Bluewaters 
problem #2: How to get good overlap? 



No bias 

Full bias 

bias is 
scaled3 

t 
exchg 

t t t 
exchg exchg 

H0 x 

y H1 

problem #3: How to “unbias” the aMD biasing? 

problem #4: Reorganizing the disparate data 



R0 
R1 
R2 
R3 

Ensemble Trajectory Processing 

•  Each REMD trajectory contains frames 
that may be at different temperatures. 

•  Previous method: Read in all frames at 
frame X, pick target frame, process. 

•  Even though all frames read, only one 
used! 



Ensemble Trajectory Processing 

•  New 'ensemble' command allows reading and 
processing of entire ensemble. 

•  All frames read in are used; sorting performed if 
necessary. Works in multiple dimensions. 

•  Actions are run on every member of ensemble 
after sort; output is directed to a single file. 

•  Multiple input ensembles can be directed to one 
sorted ensemble of output trajectories. 

R0 
R1 
R2 
R3 

T0 
T1 
T2 
T3 



Data is complex: How to simplify? 
(don’t throw out baby with bathwater) 

vast time/size scales; granularity scales 

…running simulations is (relatively) easy, the 
hard part is interpreting the results… 



…if we know what we want to see, 
analyzing and visualizing is easy… 

…and tools are available 



ptraj example: 

trajin traj.1.gz 
trajin traj.2.gz 
trajin traj.3.gz 
trajout traj.strip 
center :1-10 mass origin 
image origin center 
center :1-20 mass origin 
image origin center 
rms first mass out rms.dat :1-20 
distance d1 out d1.dat :1 :10 
grid wat.xplor 100 0.5 100 0.5 100 0.5 :3-8,13-18 
strip :WAT 
average pdb average.pdb :1-20 

This works fine when… 
-  data is “local” 
-  data is not too large 
-  we know what correlations / motions we want to “see” 
-  we are not comparing to similar simulations (global knowledge) 

Molecular graphics? 
Many programs exist: 

(Chimera, VMD, PyMol, …) 

(with 1970’s UI) 

Fancy GUI 
too slow/hard 



use tiered resources to facilitate 
data analysis 
 

streamed 
to memory: 
small size, 

lifetime ~hours, 
trivial analysis 

(very fast 
timescales) 
“steering” 

flash: moderate size, 
lifetime ~days, 

less trivial analysis 
(fast timescales) 

/scratch 
|| disk, lifetime ~weeks, 

detailed analysis 
(dump at rate equivalent 

to disk speed) 

spinning disk 
~months 



use tiered resources to facilitate 
data analysis 
 

flash: moderate size, 
lifetime ~days, 

less trivial analysis 
(fast timescales) 

Process data 
(deconvolute, 

cluster)  

Run jobs 

QM calcs 

Each resource has 
special strengths



use tiered resources to facilitate 
data analysis 
 

flash: moderate size, 
lifetime ~days, 

less trivial analysis 
(fast timescales) 

Process data 
(deconvolute, 

cluster)  

Run jobs 

QM calcs 

Each resource has 
special strengths? 

? 



<h2ologin2 302> ssh cli.globusonline.org -l techeatham3 
Enter passphrase for key '/u/sciteam/cheatham/.ssh/id_rsa': 
  
Welcome to globusonline.org, techeatham3.  Type 'help' for help. 
 
$ scp -r -s 2 --preserve-mtime \ 
   ncsa#BlueWaters:scratch/gacc-remd36-aMD-1 \ 
   uofuchpc#dtn01:dirs/cheatham-group3/cheatham 



Problem #5: I/O performance 
 

-  Variable runtime performance (likely I/O related + dependent on load) 

simulation time progression (ps) 

ns / day 
measured 
every ps  

==> 0-30ns/rep.000.out <== 
|  Master Total wall time:       33647    seconds     9.35 hours 
==> 61-90ns/rep.000.out <== 
|  Master Total wall time:       26096    seconds     7.25 hours 
==> 91-120ns/rep.000.out <== 
|  Master Total wall time:       25581    seconds     7.11 hours 
==> 121-150ns/rep.000.out <== 
|  Master Total wall time:       25875    seconds     7.19 hours 
==> 151-180ns/rep.000.out <== 
|  Master Total wall time:       26120    seconds     7.26 hours 
==> 181-210ns/rep.000.out <== 
|  Master Total wall time:       25075    seconds     6.97 hours 
==> 211-240ns/rep.000.out <== 
|  Master Total wall time:       27697    seconds     7.69 hours 
==> 241-270ns/rep.000.out <== 
|  Master Total wall time:       23535    seconds     6.54 hours 
 

 
 
==> 271-300ns/rep.000.out <== 
|  Master Total wall time:       22907    seconds     6.36 hours 
==> 301-330ns/rep.000.out <== 
|  Master Total wall time:       24276    seconds     6.74 hours 
==> 31-60ns/rep.000.out <== 
|  Master Total wall time:       22429    seconds     6.23 hours 
==> 331-360ns/rep.000.out <== 
|  Master Total wall time:       24356    seconds     6.77 hours 
==> 361-390ns/rep.000.out <== 
|  Master Total wall time:       25408    seconds     7.06 hours 
==> 391-420ns/rep.000.out <== 
|  Master Total wall time:       24728    seconds     6.87 hours 
==> 421-450ns/rep.000.out <== 
|  Master Total wall time:       25972    seconds     7.21 hours 



Shows periodic / random slowdown.  
Since no exchanges, this is due to file 

I/O and not due to exchanging 
information necessary for H-REMD) 

When exchanging information 
necessary for H-REMD you have 

to wait for slowest MD engine 

[ higher ns/day (y-axis) means better performance ] 



BW issues: 
 
-  Variable runtime performance (likely I/O related + dependent on load) 

-  I/O performance: How to improve? 
 

-  Use NetCDF checkpoint files instead of ASCII (ntx=2)  ✔✔✔ 
 



BW issues: 
 
-  Variable runtime performance (likely I/O related + dependent on load) 

-  I/O performance: How to improve? 
 

-  Use NetCDF checkpoint files instead of ASCII (ntx=2)  ✔✔✔ 
 

-  Lustre striping on big files improves performance 

Performance across replicas as a function of Lustre striping 



BW issues: 
 
-  Variable runtime performance (likely I/O related + dependent on load) 

-  I/O performance 

-  Use NetCDF checkpoint files instead of ASCII (ntx=2) 

-  Lustre striping 

-  Q:  Anyone experimented with RDMA on XK nodes? 
 

Other plans: 
•  async H-REMD / REMD exchange 
•  async file I/O 

•  virtual via buffering and round-robin write 
•  true via buffering in memory on I/O nodes 
•  RDMA – put GPU back to work with alternate I/O thread 

•  2 to 1: merge checkpoint info into binary trajectory 



-   Do the simulations model reality? 
-   How can we assess & validate the results? 
-   Can simulations provide predictive insight? 
-   How can we improve the applied methods? 
-   How can we facilitate the simulation experiment? 
-   How can we better disseminate the data? 
-   How can we use the emerging machines?  
 

general goals of bio-molecular 
simulation research 

computational science (???) 



2D RMSd 
RMSd 

vs. 
time 

automate analysis 
& 

tools for deeper 
“interactive” 

analysis 





2 ns intervals (10 ns running average), render every 5th frame: ~10 us total time 

d(GCACGAACGAACGAACGC) – MD on Anton 



What we need (data/workflow-centric) is: 
 

…a means to speed up & enable science… 
 

…a means to interact with our simulations:  
     “steer”, inspect, share, search, understand,  
     expose (hidden correlations, meaning, data) 
 

…a means to manage large simulation workflows… 

disseminate, 
enable re-use 

How do we 
make TB’s of 

raw data 
available? 

 
-   remote references to data 
-   partial analysis, on the fly analysis 
-   history, memory, or provenance 
-   standards (?) 
-   annotation 
-   automation – workflow! 



-  Do not move the data (?) 
-  Tiered resources 
-  Persistent storage 
-  Re-running the simulations 

Solutions?  Analysis “on the fly…” 
[ & more coarse-grained sampling ] 

+ workflow tools for ensembles 

Petascale science: the problem will only get worse! 

…what will we miss?  Can we only get low hanging fruit? 



office 
CHPC 

home 


